DataZymes

XSIGHT
Pharma Commercial Business Intelligence Suite
Accelerate the Journey From Data To Insights

Pharmaceutical companies rely on a plethora of internal and external data to make strategic decisions. In
the past few years, they have been investing heavily in enterprise-level business intelligence (BI) solutions
and technology, to improve efficiency, save costs, and generate incremental value for their businesses.
However, there are typical challenges faced by such companies.
Higher deployment time: Being driven by IT teams with limited resources and capacity challenges, the
deployment time for any BI solution takes anywhere between 6 months to a year. Any enhancements or
changes that are done post-deployment are equally challenging, often resulting in high resistance and
dissatisfaction from business users.
Choosing the right KPIs : Choosing the right set of KPIs is crucial in making effective data-driven decisions. Companies either spend too much time identifying KPIs, or they focus on getting basic metrics. It
can have a direct impact on the adoption of the solution by business users.

Overview
DataZymes XSightTM is a business intelligence (BI) based reporting and descriptive analytics suite that
helps commercial teams understand the health of their businesses, identify potential opportunities, and
mitigate risks.
XSight has been built with our strong pharma domain and technology expertise to provide pre-built
reporting suites for sales and marketing teams. XSight spans a range of syndicated and internal data
sources such as sales, Rx, re-distribution, patients, promotional, and customer data. It seamlessly
integrates disparate data sources and custom business rules that cater to precise business needs and
help drive strategic decision-making. Ready-to-use modules of XSight have the flexibility to be deployed
as-is or after being customized to a business’ needs.

PRE-BUILT

AGILE & CUSTOMIZABLE

COST-EFFECTIVE

RAPID DEPLOYMENT

SCALABLE

CHANGE AGENTS
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Features
Comprehensive

Power BI, Qlik Sense

Covers all the critical data metrics and KPIs for
commercial and sales analytics

One Version of the Truth

Seamless integration of disparate data

Consistent reporting across an organization’s
hierarchy

Built for Pharma

Standardization of business rules at the data level

Pharma experience driven KPIs and
visualizations
Robust architecture to handle typical data

to ensure consistency in reporting

AI-powered Search-based Analytics

challenges in pharma operations

Leveraging power of natural language processing

Easy to understand views that are relevant to

(NLP) features to enable users to do

business users in pharma

search-based analytics.
Enhancing the power of BI tools through
various off-the-shelf and custom extensions

Agile and Scalable
Configurable and can be deployed in few weeks
Scalable to extend to new brands and therapy
areas with minimal effort

Platform Agnostic
Experience with other BI platforms such as
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Business Beneﬁts

50% reduction in deployment

60% reduction in ad hoc

30% increase in solution adoption

time through pre-built solution

data requests from sales

through best practices in design

accelerators

teams

thinking and intuitive designing

Customer Success
Integrated Medical Affairs Dashboard for

Sales Leadership Reporting for a Large

an Emerging Pharma

Pharma

A bio-pharma client wanted to develop an

DataZymes

integrated dashboard for its Medical Affairs

organization set up a one-stop reporting solution

team. DataZymes developed a comprehensive

for its field leadership to track and analyze

solution on Tableau, leveraging its exhaustive

performance at different levels across its sales,

KPI and visualization libraries. The solution was

HCP engagement, and promotional spend

successfully deployed in under 6 weeks for all

metrics. The solution also played a critical role in

the functional teams as well as for the

accurately

leadership team.

computing incentive benefits.

Contact

About

Visit us

Datazymes provides AI-powered digital solutions to

https://datazymes.com/datazymes-xsight/

catalyse innovation in pharma. We combine deep

Email:

industry expertise, advanced analytics, and human

contact@datazymes.com

centric design to co-create digital solutions that enable

Follow us on LinkedIn:

our clients to maximize value from their data and

https://www.linkedin.com/company/datazymes

analytics investments and gain competitive advantage.
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